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Rethinking the Nation:
Imperial Collapse, Eurasianism, and
George Vernadsky’s Historical Scholarship
There is only one Russia, “Eurasian” Russia,
or Eurasia.
—George Vernadsky1

It is very difficult for outsiders, Czeslaw Milosz
famously noted, to understand the intractable
national problems of Eastern Europe. Milosz,
himself a “typical East European,” according to his own self-description, paints, in his
beautifully written Native Realm, a nuanced
and colorful picture of the mind-boggling
mosaic of peoples, religions, and cultures
cohabitating in the East European marchlands that were incorporated into the Russian
Empire. In his childhood years in Wilno
(now Vilnius), Milosz recalled, “Practically
every person I met was different, not because
of his own special self, but as a representative
of some group, class, or nation. One lived in
the twentieth century, another in the nineteenth, a third in the fourteenth.” 2 To be
sure, the interplay among all those sociocultural groups, on the one hand, and the different relations each one had with the central
government, on the other, made the issue of
local loyalties and identities extremely complex. But as Milosz points out, the Romanov
Empire’s disintegration and the rise of a number of national states in its former borderlands
did not make matters any easier. In fact, he
writes, the shift from the often loose imperial
allegiance to a more rigid nation-based identity led to the most dramatic developments:
sometimes it “severed even the closest ties
and set brother against brother. One was forced
to make a choice, the more emotional for being
based on unclear data, yet, like every decision, demanding proper motives.” 3

The chaotic exit from the imperial order
from 1917 to 1920 could not fail to trigger a quest, both inside and outside “historical Russia,” for new paradigms that would
problematize the relations between center and
periphery, cultural (and political) liberation
and subjection. Heated debates created an intellectual atmosphere concerned with the
problems of cultural relativity and emancipation. Out of this very atmosphere emerged
Mikhail Bakhtin’s literary theory of polyphony,
or “heteroglossia,” which some scholars argue
can be perceived as a latent theory of nation
and nationalism.4 Within the Russian émigré milieu in Europe in the 1920s and ’30s, a
notion of polyphony similar to Bakhtin’s was
upheld by the Eurasianists, who were struggling with how to harmonize the “voice” of
the imperial center with those of multiple subimperial communities.5
Significantly, over the last decade the body
of scholarly literature on “classical” Eurasianism
has been steadily growing.6 The broadest reason for this interest is obvious. Following the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the emergence
of a new geopolitical landscape in what has
come to be designated—tellingly—as Eurasia,
scholars and the general public alike have experienced crises of identity not unlike those that
tormented the Eurasianists themselves in the
wake of the unraveling of the Russian Empire,
and are still grappling with how best to analyze
the new reality. A 2004 essay by the historian
Mark von Hagen is both a manifestation of
those crises and a helpful attempt to show the
way out of them. Remarkably, not only did von
Hagen invoke the iconoclastic spirit of classical Eurasianists, he also advanced Eurasia as the
“anti-paradigm for the post-Soviet era.” 7
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The study of Eurasianism, however, has
produced mixed results so far. As one contemporary student of this fascinating school of thought
observes, “As a body of doctrine, Eurasianism has
been much more frequently summarized than
critically examined.”8 The Eurasianism-related
archival materials, in particular the voluminous correspondence among participants in the
movement, still need to be studied. Moreover,
interest in Eurasianism traditionally has been
skewed toward the geopolitical (the “Exodus
to the East”), the sociopolitical (Eurasianism’s
authoritarian leanings toward “ideocracy”), and,
to a lesser extent, the historiosophic. Recently,
a number of useful studies of Eurasianist theory
of culture have appeared.9 But the Eurasianists’
attempts at rethinking empire and nation and
at crafting a new historical narrative in which
Russia’s multiethnic character would find
a more thorough treatment have not been
sufficiently explored.10
This brings me to the figure of Georgii
(George) Vernadsky, who is rightly regarded
as Eurasianism’s principal historian. There is, it
would appear, a virtual flourishing of Vernadsky
studies in today’s Russia. Most of the works of
the émigré historian have been reprinted in
his historical homeland, and there is a seemingly endless stream of monographs and articles
on his life and scholarship.11 “Surprisingly,”
the eminent Harvard historian Richard Pipes
recently remarked, “since its emancipation
from communism a kind of cult of Vernadsky
has emerged in Russia.”12 This atmosphere of
adulation has also prompted the senior Russian
historian Nikolai Bolkhovitinov, Vernadsky’s
most recent biographer, to comment that,
while in Soviet times Vernadsky was a popular “whipping boy,” mercilessly criticized for
his non-Marxist understanding of the historical
process, in post-communist Russia, he has become the object of almost “limitless lauding.”13
But despite the impressive range of scholarly research on Vernadsky, the question
persists: how well do we understand his intellectual legacy—in particular, the links among
his own national identity (identities?), his
choice of the Eurasianist paradigm, and his
historical scholarship?
George Vernadsky is generally regarded as a
historian of Russia.14 At first blush, this seems
quite understandable: his multivolume magnum
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opus is titled A History of Russia, and his last
big study, published posthumously, was Russian
Historiography. Yet this traditional perception of
the scholar obscures the fact that Vernadsky’s
ambition was to write not the history of Russia
as a nation-state but the history of RussiaEurasia—the vast territory, virtually a world
unto itself, inhabited, to borrow his Eurasianist
friend Petr Savitsky’s words, by an “assembly
of peoples” (sobor narodov). Thus, Vernadsky
tried to create a master narrative that would
incorporate the histories of all major peoples
living on the Eurasian plains—both the eastern nomads (“the peoples of the steppe”) and
the western neighbors of the Great Russians,
first of all the Ukrainians. In doing this, he
naturally drew heavily upon the Russian imperial historiography in whose tradition he was
steeped at Moscow and St. Petersburg universities. But Vernadsky also introduced a new vision of “Russian history” obviously inspired
by his Eurasianism. In 1933, in a letter to his
father, Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadsky, he described his work on An Essay on the History of
Eurasia: “In the general concept of Russian
history, I try to devote much more attention
than has ever been given before to Western
Rus’ and Ukraine.”15 In the same vein, in his
study of Russian historiography one finds the
scholarly portraits of the leading Ukrainian
historians of the 19th and 20th centuries, such
as Mykola Kostomarov, Mykhailo Drahomanov,
Volodymyr Antonovych, and Dmytro Bahalii.
Also, Vernadsky appeared to view the history of Ukraine as a legitimate subject per se.
He authored an English-language biography
of the 17th-century Ukrainian rebel leader
Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky and wrote an
introduction and did editorial work for a translation of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s one-volume
history of Ukraine. Vernadsky seemed to be
especially fascinated by the personality of the
19th-century political thinker and nationalist
Mykhailo Drahomanov. In mid-1930s he urged
fellow émigré Aleksandra Golshtein, a family
friend and longtime Drahomanov acquaintance,
to write a memoir about him.16 Golshtein later
sent Vernadsky a manuscript of her reminiscences, along with her copious correspondence
with Drahomanov.17
Among Vernadsky’s works preserved in
his archive18 are two typescripts underscor-

ing his professional interest in the history of
Ukraine: “The Kievan and Cossack Periods
in Ukrainian History” and “Prince Trubetskoi
and the Ukrainian Question.”19 Also in his archival collection are two folders of materials
titled “The Ukrainian Question before and
during the Second World War.” It would be
only proper to add that as early as 1941, in an
interview with an English-language Ukrainian
publication, Vernadsky spoke in favor of plans
to establish a Ukrainian research institute in the
United States that would publish a Ukrainianlanguage journal.20
Given all this, a strong case can be made
for revisiting George Vernadsky’s understanding of what he himself called a “Russian
history.” Particularly intriguing is the exploration of how Vernadsky’s Eurasianism relates
both to his own struggles with identity issues
and to his thinking on empire, nation, and
Russian and Ukrainian history.
Thus, in the present article I propose to place
Vernadsky’s research on Russian and Ukrainian
history within the context of his biography and
Eurasianist worldview. My central argument
is that George Vernadsky’s post-1917 historical scholarship was influenced by one powerful motive—his personal search for national
identity, a search that was obviously made more
complicated by his exile. Internal contradictions
and the resultant tensions between Ukrainian
origin and imperial Weltanschauung, between
his ardent love of “historical Russia” and his
wretched status as an émigré deprived of his
beloved homeland by the victorious Bolshevik
regime, made grappling with the issue of identity emotionally agonizing for Vernadsky, but
also fruitful in terms of producing new and
unorthodox solutions.21
Like other Eurasianists, Vernadsky understood that after the 1917 revolution it was
simply impossible to turn the former Russian
empire into a classic nation-state. The early
Soviet practices aimed at managing multiethnicity only confirmed his view. At the
same time, in keeping with the Eurasianist
intellectual tradition, he placed immense value
on the preservation of that unique geopolitical and geocultural space that this school of
thought called “Russia-Eurasia.” The need to
reconceptualize the notion of nation and the
way national history should be written was thus

inevitable. I argue that Eurasianism was precisely the intellectual framework within which
to achieve this goal.
Two key Eurasianist ideas were instrumental in shaping Vernadsky’s historical vision. The
first was the concept of Eurasian nationalism
advanced by Prince Nikolai Trubetskoi. He
contended that the nationalism of each people of
Eurasia should be combined with pan-Eurasian
nationalism. Being a precursor to the theory of
multiple identities, this concept not only helped
resolve the problem of Vernadsky’s personal
soul-searching but also appeared to show how
to preserve the precious unity of “historical
Russia.” The other fundamental idea, set forth
by Petr Savitsky, was the image of Eurasia as
a natural “developmental space” (mestorazvitie)
for the host of ethnic groups residing in its vast
expanses. Eurasia, being a highly cohesive geographic world, had molded those groups into a
unique “assembly of nationalities and religions,”
and, in turn, was itself being reshaped in the
process of those peoples’ economic and cultural
activity. The Eurasianists asserted that the political unity of the Russian Empire had been
the result not only of the efforts of the Great
Russians but of many peoples of Eurasia. That
vision had prompted Vernadsky to steer away
from the traditions of Russian imperial historiography, which tended to write the history of
Russia as that of a nation-state. In contrast, he
was among the first to try to craft a historical
narrative of Russia as a Nationalitätenstaat. The
Eurasianist conceptual limitations, however,
prevented him from writing a truly comprehensive history of Russia as a multiethnic empire.

BIOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT
Given all the current interest in classical
Eurasianism, what is really surprising is the
dearth of explanation of what exactly prompted
George Vernadsky (and, for that matter, all
other leading members of the movement)
to adopt such an unorthodox outlook on the
Russian historical process. Some researchers
(for instance, Nikolai Bolkhovitinov) simply
state the fact of Vernadsky’s association with
the Eurasianist movement without bothering
to investigate the underlying reasons for this
affiliation.22 Other scholars (such as Natalia
Alevras) try to prove that Vernadsky was some-
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how predestined to become a Eurasianist,
given his pre-revolutionary scholarly interests
in Russia’s eastward expansion and colonization of Siberia.23 Alevras refers to the early,
pre-1917 works by George Vernadsky and Petr
Savitsky24 as “proto-Eurasianist” essays that
prefigured these authors’ post-revolutionary
embrace of Eurasianist historiosophy.25 There
are also scholars who, while acknowledging the
tremendous importance of Vernadsky’s selection of the Eurasianist paradigm to frame his
subsequent historiographic development, claim
that we will probably never know the true reasons behind his Eurasianist affiliation. “Only
detailed biographical information about individual Eurasianists can illuminate the distinct
characteristics of those original minds which led
them to non-normative beliefs,” wrote Charles
J. Halperin, Vernadsky’s American biographer.
“For Vernadsky,” he added, “and perhaps for
all the Eurasian epigones, such information is
lacking.”26 Indeed, Halperin was right when he
noted that Vernadsky “was not a self-revealing
man and did not dwell in his memoirs upon
this momentous intellectual event”—that is, his
joining the Eurasianist movement in the mid1920s. But I think the lack of direct evidence
still should not prevent a researcher from attempting to reconstruct George Vernadsky’s
intellectual evolution in the aftermath of the
1914–21 “Russian catastrophe.” My starting
point will be the analysis of all available information that might shed light on Vernadsky’s
struggle with the problem of his own national
identity following the collapse of the Russian
Empire, the Whites’ defeat in the civil war, and
his flight into European exile.
In his seminal 1967 article “The Emergence
of Eurasianism,” Nicholas Riasanovsky noted
that it is probably not accidental that the main
Eurasianist theorists had Ukrainian roots.27
Riasanovsky did not elaborate on this valuable intuition, and it was largely neglected in
the subsequent scholarly literature.28 Indeed, it
does not seem merely coincidental that three of
the four founding members of the movement—
Petr Savitsky,29 Petr Suvchinsky,30 and Georgii
Florovsky31—originated in Ukraine or spent
some time there in their childhood and youth.
Prince Nikolai Trubetskoi,32 Eurasianism’s
fourth founding father, was the descendant of
Gedymin, the Grand Prince of Lithuania, and
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his keen interest in all things Ukrainian was, in
Vernadsky’s words, a manifestation of an ancestral instinct.33 Vernadsky himself (who joined
the movement somewhat later), although he
was born and grew up in Moscow, could boast
of a long and illustrious Ukrainian pedigree.
This “Ukrainian connection” appears to
be crucially important indeed. On the one
hand, the attachment to Ukraine and its culture would distinguish Vernadsky and other
key Eurasianists (particularly Savitsky) from
the bulk of their fellow Russian émigrés who
continued dreaming of Russia’s resurrection as
a “unified state”—“one and indivisible”—and
who were bent on denying the Ukrainians even
a modicum of a distinct identity that might
make them look somewhat different from the
Russians and result in some sort of Ukrainian
autonomy.34 On the other hand, Vernadsky and
his fellow Eurasianists held that the RussianUkrainian unity forged over several centuries
of intense interaction within one state had produced tremendously beneficial results for both
East Slavic peoples. Most important among these
outcomes was the high culture of the late imperial epoch that was, in Vernadsky’s view, both
Russian and Ukrainian—a magnificent product
of the two peoples’ fruitful collaboration. This
dual loyalty—Ukrainian Landespatriotismus coexisting with appreciation of the imperial high
culture that flourished under the conditions of
political unity of “historical Russia”—created
an internal tension that had to be resolved. This
resolution appears to have involved the reconceptualization of empire and nation within the
Eurasianist philosophical framework.
The Vernadsky family’s Ukrainian roots
are very well documented, by, among others,
George Vernadsky himself. Shortly before his
death in 1973, Vernadsky started publishing
his memoirs, several chapters of which were
serialized in Novyi Zhurnal.35 A fascinating
manuscript in the Vernadsky archival collection titled The Story of the Vernadsky Family as
Related by My Father is particularly interesting
in that it shows that both Vernadskys, father
and son, had made an attempt to reconstruct
their Ukrainian lineage and trace the ties that
connected the Vernadskys with other illustrious
old Ukrainian families such as the Korolenkos
and Konstantinoviches.36 Highly valuable information on the Vernadskys’ Ukrainian roots

and interests can also be gleaned from Vladimir
Vernadsky’s diaries.37
But of course, place of origin or ethnic roots
do not necessarily define one’s national identity and loyalty. More important, most scholars
within the humanities disciplines today hold
that national identity is “not a fixed category,
but a fluctuating process, in the course of which
one or more identities can evolve side by side
in the same person, in greater or lesser tension with each other… national identity can
be multiple or compound… an individual can
be both Scottish and British, or Ukrainian and
Russian. The two (or more) national identities are not just superimposed on one another,
but may complement each other, since the
defining features of each nation differ from
case to case.”38 In this sense, the Vernadskys’
case is particularly instructive in that it shows
how complex, contradictory, and vague the
issue of national identity and political loyalty
was in imperial Russia’s twilight years. Most
contemporary historians seem to agree that,
starting in the 1860s, when the slow but steady
rise of Ukrainian ethnic nationalism prompted
the imperial regime in St. Petersburg to come
up with its own “nationalizing project,” and
until the Russian Empire’s collapse in 1917,
Ukraine represented an administrative territory
where a whole gamut of loyalties and identities
existed simultaneously.39 To be sure, the bulk
of Ukraine’s population, the local peasants,
had not yet been affected by this new nationalist discourse. For the most part, they remained
in the premodern stage until approximately
the late 1910s, defining themselves just as
“locals,” good Orthodox believers and loyal
subjects of the tsar. Ukraine’s “nationalist front”
was represented by a tiny group of activists,
mostly members of the local intelligentsia, who
consciously called themselves Ukrainians—in
contrast to malorosy (Little Russians), an official appellation of the region’s population that
recognized certain insignificant regional differences but generally presupposed the unity of
malorosy and velikorosy (Great Russians)—and
advanced the idea that the Ukrainian people
were a full-blown nation, linguistically and
culturally distinct from the velikorosy. For its
part, the imperial establishment, which was
until the mid-19th century very wary of pursuing a nationalization policy (as any author-

ity presiding over the multinational empire
would be), decided that the time had come
to confront the challenge posed by what it labeled “Ukrainian separatism.” Thus, the government launched a set of measures that some
scholars characterize as a “greater Russian nation project”—a policy that ideally was supposed to lead to the formation of a core nation
comprising all three East Slavic peoples—the
Great Russians, Little Russians, and White
Russians (Belorussians).40
This nationalizing activism on the part of St.
Petersburg authorities, with its incoherent and
poorly executed policies of Russification and
persecution of nationalist-minded members
of the Ukrainian intelligentsia, made the picture of local identities and loyalties even more
complex.41 Depending on how they perceived
the imperial government’s policies, one can
discern—apart from the mostly passive and premodern peasantry and those members of local
society who retained a prenationalist, dynastic
type of loyalty—at least four other social types
that existed in pre-revolutionary Ukraine. First,
Ukrainian nationalists, quite naturally, opposed
Russification and rejected the idea of a single
Russian nation. (This attitude, however, did not
prejudge the vision of further political relations
with Russians: some Ukrainian nationalists advocated complete separation, while others were
ready to settle for a federation.) Second, those
people in Ukraine who, regardless of ethnic origin, believed they were Russians wholeheartedly supported the authorities’ attempt to forge
a “greater Russian nation.” Third, there were
ethnic Ukrainians who persisted in proudly
calling themselves malorosy and who perceived
themselves as constituting part of an inseparable
Russian triad, together with the Great Russians
and Belorussians. They were supportive of the
government’s efforts to form the empire’s “core
nation” and castigated Ukrainian nationalists
for their perceived desire to break the “historical” East Slavic unity. Finally, there were people, mostly ethnic Ukrainians, who would, in
fact, have a hybrid or dual identity. They would
describe themselves as “both Ukrainian and
Russian” or as “Ukrainians belonging to the
world of Russian [high] culture.” This group,
arguably the smallest in comparison with the
other three, found itself in the most difficult situation, as its relations with Ukrainian national-
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ists on the one hand and Russian nationalists
on the other were equally strained. Its members
were appalled by the crude Russification measures and the stubborn reluctance of the imperial
government to recognize Ukraine as a nation
in its own right, possessing its own language
and culture. But they also found Ukrainian
nationalists’ drive toward political separation
counterproductive, and believed that Ukraine
would be much better served if it stayed united
in one powerful state with Russia, sharing in
the magnificent riches that the late imperial
culture had produced.
As the Russian Empire’s days drew to a close
and the struggle over the “Ukrainian question”
became more acute, the dual-identity group
found itself between a rock and a hard place,
being forced by circumstances to make a political choice and define what its ultimate loyalties
and identities were. For the members of this
group, that was the kind of choice they would
rather avoid making.
All the available evidence suggests that the
Vernadskys likely belonged to this small group
of ethnic Ukrainians with a dual “RussianUkrainian identity.”42 There were some
interesting nuances, though. The paths that led
Vladimir and George Vernadsky to this dual
identity differed markedly. There is a consensus among scholars that from very early on,
Vladimir Vernadsky (who, though born in St.
Petersburg, did live as a young boy with his
parents in Ukraine, in the city of Kharkiv),
was conscious of his Ukrainian origins.43 He
kept a keen interest in Ukrainian affairs after
he moved to St. Petersburg and then Moscow,44
and during the decade preceding the Russian
Revolution participated in all the important
debates on the “Ukrainian question” in his
dual role as prominent academic and influential politician.45 But with George Vernadsky,
the situation appears to be much trickier. It is
only now that evidence found in his personal
papers makes it possible to reconstruct the long
and winding odyssey in the course of which he
developed what appears to be a dual RussianUkrainian identity.
It would seem that throughout his life in
Russia—the period between 1887, the year
he was born, and November 1920, when he
fled together with the remnants of Baron Petr
Wrangel’s army to Constantinople—George
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Vernadsky thought of himself as Russian. There
is fascinating evidence to this effect provided by
none other than his father, who, in 1920, wrote
in a letter to his Parisian friend Aleksandra
Golshtein, “I am tremendously happy with
my kids.... [But] the children, though they’re
good friends, turned out to be quite different.
My son is Orthodox and Russian, lacking any
Ukrainian sympathies whatsoever, while my
daughter is Ukrainian, and in this sense she is
spiritually closer to me.”46 George Vernadsky
himself was quite explicit about his self-identification in an unpublished passage in his memoirs
in which he described his trip in the summer
of 1908 to the Slavic congress in Prague, presided over by Professor Tomáš Masaryk. One
of the three delegates elected to the congress
from the Moscow University student body,
George met at the gathering the student representatives of other Slavic peoples, including the
Ukrainians. The Ukrainians, Vernadsky pointedly noted, “treated us Russians in a particularly
unfriendly way.”47
The collapse of the Russian ancien régime,
followed by the string of political upheavals that
irretrievably buried “historical Russia,” could
not fail to deeply shake George Vernadsky and
affect his perceptions of his personal identity.
Between November 1920 and February 1922,
he and his wife, Nina, were literally struggling
for survival, leading the difficult life of refugees
on the eastern periphery of postwar Europe.
The painful sense of being “stateless persons”
undoubtedly exacerbated their angst and deepened the identity crisis. “We will likely never
return to Russia—we’re already a cutoff piece
[my otrezannyi lomot’],” Nina Vernadsky wrote
in her diary. “We had left Russia because we
could not accept [the rule of the Communist]
Internationale but now we have lost nationality ourselves.”48 From Constantinople, the
Vernadskys moved in 1921 to Athens and then,
in 1922, to Prague, where the Masaryk government had just launched the so-called Russian
Initiative [Ruska akce], having provided funds
to support a number of Russian scholarly and
educational institutions in Czechoslovakia.49
It was also in Prague that Vernadsky reunited
with his parents, almost two years after their
dramatic parting in the Crimea on the eve of
the Bolshevik seizure of the peninsula. (In May
1922, the Soviet government allowed Vladimir

Vernadsky to go abroad to take a teaching position at the Sorbonne. As soon as they were
issued foreign passports, he, his wife, and their
daughter traveled to Paris via Prague.)
I would argue that this family reunion—
particularly the re-establishment of ties with his
father that would be never broken again until
the latter’s death in 1945—played a crucial role
in the transformation of George Vernadsky’s
personal identity. Reflections on Russia’s—and
his own—trials and tribulations following
the 1917 revolution, coupled with his father’s
powerful influence, appear to have reshaped
Vernadsky’s perception of himself, steering him
away from the exclusively Russian identity and
toward a Russian-Ukrainian one.
Archival documents provide evidence illustrating this fascinating process. While Vladimir
Vernadsky was staying in Paris, from 1922 to
1925, father and son appeared to have used
the opportunity of personal meetings to discuss, among other things, matters pertaining
to family history and the Ukrainian connection.50 George Vernadsky’s interest in the issue
seems to have grown constantly, as he would
frequently return to it in his diaries and notes
in the 1930s. For instance, in 1932, George
had a chance to see his father again—incidentally, in Prague, which they chose as a meeting place since George was coming from the
United States and Vladimir from Leningrad
(St. Petersburg). An entry in George’s diary
for that year begins, “These last days, both Dad
and Mom were telling a lot about the lives of
their parents and families. All this is precious
and very interesting. It’s a pity that previously I
knew so little and paid little attention, but now
I want to learn every single detail.” Then he
adds, “In general, everyone has to know the
history of his family and kin, and I—a historian—even more so.... And I knew so little.”51
A document he finished compiling in 1936—
but which was based, as he himself specifies, on
conversations he had with his father in Paris in
August 1923—provides a good idea of what
George Vernadsky learned about his Ukrainian
ancestors and their political attitudes. Here’s a
noteworthy description of George’s grandfather,
Ivan Vasilyevich Vernadsky, who at one time
was an economics professor at Kyiv University.
Ivan Vernadsky, George writes in this genealogical memo, “knew Ukrainian very well and

loved this language. He was on friendly terms
with [Taras] Shevchenko, [Panteleimon] Kulish,
[and Mykola] Kostomarov [the leading members of the Ukrainian nationalist movement in
the mid-19th century], and his pro-Ukrainian
sympathies had likely increased partially under
their influence.” George also notes that Ivan,
even when he was a young boy, criticized his
own father for failing to learn Ukrainian. Later,
George adds, Ivan Vasilyevich passed on his
Ukrainophile sentiments to his son Vladimir,
George’s father. George ends the description of his grandfather with a short but telling
outline of his historical-political views: “Ivan
Vasilyevich believed that [Hetman] Mazepa
was one of the last fighters for Ukraine’s independence. And he had a negative view of Peter
the Great because of his [ruthless] Ukrainian
policy.”52 Among the many additions and corrections Vladimir Vernadsky personally introduced into this genealogical text, one is particularly remarkable. Its heading, in Vladimir’s
own handwriting, reads, “About our family as
Ukrainians, not Russians” [emphasis in original]. Vladimir stressed in these notes that both
his father and his mother “felt very acutely their
distinctiveness from the Russians. [They] knew
from legends and books the history of Ukraine.
[I ] heard a lot [about it] in my childhood.”53
Boosted by his renewed close association
with his father, whom he revered, George
Vernadsky’s reevaluation of his identity appeared
to be moving apace in 1924, as a diary entry by
Vladimir Vernadsky from September 5 of that
year indicates, in which Vladimir refers to the
“Ukrainian tendencies of [my] son.”54 That
those tendencies persisted and probably grew
even stronger over time we know from George
Vernadsky himself. In January 1940, in a letter
to an editor of the Ukrainian émigré publication in America, he wrote (in Ukrainian!), “[I]
regard myself as both Ukrainian and Russian
and also believe that the strength of the Russian
and Ukrainian peoples lies in cooperation and
not in separation of one from the other.”55
These were precisely the words his father
could have used to describe his own identities
and loyalties.
It would be pretty safe to conclude, then, that
throughout the 1920s the positions of George
and Vladimir Vernadsky on the “Ukrainian
question” grew closer together until they be-
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came basically identical. The stance they shared
can be summed up in five points:
1. Both the Great Russians (velikorosy) and the
Ukrainians are closely related but still distinct
peoples in their own right, each with their own
language and culture.
2. At the same time, their close association
throughout the ages, their common endeavors, and their shared sacrifices gave rise to the
great imperial state—a global power with a
world-class culture that can be truly called panRussian (obshcherussky), in that it is the result of
the close collaboration of the Great Russian and
Ukrainian peoples.
3. Russian-Ukrainian unity can rest only on
mutual understanding and respect, including
the appreciation of national (cultural and linguistic) peculiarities.
4. Both the attempts to suppress national distinctiveness and the desire to politically separate one people from the other are equally lethal for the unity of the pan-Russian state and
the wholeness of pan-Russian culture.
5. Thus, the worst enemies of RussianUkrainian unity are (a) radical Russian nationalists, who deny the very existence of
the Ukrainian people and hold that the
“Ukrainian question” is a mere instrument in
the perfidious geopolitical designs of Russia’s
European neighbors, and (b) Ukrainian separatists, who, by seeking to tear Ukraine away
from Russia, doom Ukrainian culture to
wretched provincialism and Ukrainians to a
parochial existence.56
It seems plausible that, having shaped the
perspective outlined in these five points, George
Vernadsky would find the previous approaches
to Russian history—as well as the previous interpretations of what “Russia” and “Russian”
mean—inadequate. What type of loyalty do
these terms describe—imperial, political, cultural? Do historians of Russia and historians of
the Russian Empire study the same subject? If
not, how do these different subjects correlate?
To answer those questions, a thorough reconceptualization of the Russian historical process was needed. But what would the
proper analytic framework be for such a rethinking? Incidentally, in February 1922
George Vernadsky was living in Prague—the
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Central European city which, in the first postwar decade, was turning into the center of the
Eurasianist movement.57 It would not take too
long for Vernadsky, who was looking for a new
paradigm to better understand Russia’s past and
present, to realize that Eurasianism was exactly
the framework he sought.

THE EURASIANIST FRAMEWORK
In a letter to a friend, the linguist Roman
Jakobson, dated March 7, 1921, Prince Nikolai
Sergeevich Trubetskoi, the indisputable intellectual leader of the emerging Eurasianist
movement, famously asserted that most of the
basic ideas he had expressed in his fascinating
Europe and Mankind (1920)—ideas that underlie much of what he wrote on historicalcultural issues in the 1920s and ’30s—were
formulated at least a decade before, around
1909–10.58 But there is little doubt that several
factors born of the global turmoil of 1914–18
gave rise to classical Eurasianism as we know
it. These factors included the disintegration
of the Russian Empire, the unprecedented
upsurge of “borderland nationalisms,” the
victory of the Bolsheviks in the atrocious civil
war that followed the Russian Revolution
and the initial implementation of the Soviet
nationality policy, the West’s reaction to the
“Russian catastrophe,” and the Entente powers’ plans for the restructuring of the defeated
continental empires. Last but not least was the
very fact that all the major Eurasianist theorists were émigrés—people deprived of their
homeland by harsh circumstances and living
in an alien and often unfriendly environment. According to one witty commentary,
the Eurasianists had lost Mother Russia and
also failed to find a Mother Europe.59 “When
Europe proved an alien world, there followed a
fundamental reexamination of the self—what
was Russian in a Russian.”60 The urge to sort
out the profound identity crisis was thus one of
the most potent driving forces of Eurasianism.
As one perceptive observer, Russian philosopher V. V. Zenkovsky, himself an émigré who
left Russia at the end of 1919, noted, “Not ideology, but psychology, is essential and influential in Eurasianism.”61
To fully comprehend the inner logic of
Eurasianists’ reconceptualization of empire and

nation, one then has to place and analyze their
writings within four intersecting contexts:
1. Russia’s pre-revolutionary imperial policies
2. Soviet practices
3. Heated debates within the Russian émigré
community in Europe
4. The discussion of nationalism in what the
Eurasianists called, not without a degree of
contempt, the “Romano-Germanic world”
As most of the key Eurasianists had originated in Ukraine, they were likely well aware
of the uneasy relationship between empire
and nationalism even before the First World
War brought about, along with unspeakable
destruction, the previously unheard of mobilization of ethnicity.62 Their personal experiences in the tumultuous years spanning the
Russian Revolution and the subsequent civil
war left them with no illusions as to the destructive potential of ethnic nationalism and
the grave danger “borderland separatism”
posed to the integrity of “historical Russia.”
For example, Petr Savitsky, the second
founding father of Eurasianist doctrine, writing from Istanbul on February 4, 1920 to his
superior in the diplomatic corps, Konstantin
Gul’kevich, a Russian ambassador posted in
Norway, vividly portrayed the situation he
had witnessed in war-torn Ukraine:
I saw the regime of the Central Rada; for
three months, by the force of word and
the force of arms, together with my officer friends I defended my Chernigov estate
from the Bolshevik gangs; I was liberated
from this siege by the Germans and was
witness to their seven months’ long regime;
as a subaltern I fought in the ranks of the
Russian Corps, which defended Kiev from
Petliura and I lived through the fall of the
city; together with my father I fled—or left,
who can tell?—the city of Kiev; I saw and
made contact with the French in Odessa and
waited long enough to see the “glorious”
end of l’occupation française. From March
to August 1919 I was in Ekaterinodar; from
August to November I was floundering
in the whirlwinds of the Russian “White
Sovdepia,” the Russian South, which was
just liberated from the Bolsheviks. I spent

several weeks at the front line and I lived in
the cities and villages of Kharkov (Kharkiv)
and Poltava. Then I moved to Rostov.63

For his part, Trubetskoi witnessed this period of turmoil in the empire’s other borderland—the Caucasus. At the time of the October
1917 Bolshevik coup he was in Kislovodsk; then
he moved to Tiflis (now Tbilisi) and finally to
Baku. In December 1920, he wrote to Roman
Jakobson from Sofia, “During my wanderings in the Caucasus I came to Baku in March
1918, just in time for the ‘rebellion of the
Muslims against Soviet Power,’ or, to be
more exact, during that short time when the
Armenians were slaughtering Tatars. I was
alone there, had no means of subsistence, caught
typhus, and after hospitalization got a permit to
leave with great difficulty. I did not have a single
acquaintance there.”64
It is no wonder, then, that Nicholas
Riasanovsky came to the conclusion that
the Eurasianists had a “catastrophic view of
history.”65 What is even more important for
the purposes of the present discussion, however, is that the Eurasianists’ experiences during the Great War and its truly catastrophic
aftermath in Russia—the experiences that,
among other things, revealed the fragility of
their homeland and its borders—compelled
them to address head-on the tangled relationship between empire and nation. This
was done, mostly by Trubetskoi and Savitsky,
in essays written during the first half of the
1920s, beginning with Trubetskoi’s 1920
tract Europe and Mankind and Savitsky’s 1921
review of this book, which is rightly regarded
as Eurasianism’s foundational text.66 That the
problems of nationalism from the very beginning lay at the heart of the Eurasianists’ intellectual preoccupations is evident from a letter Trubetskoi mailed to Jakobson in March
1921. Trubetskoi told his friend that Europe
and Mankind was in fact initially conceived
as the first part of a trilogy that was going to
be titled A Justification of Nationalism. At the
core of this study there should have been a
discussion of true and false nationalism. “Our
Russian ‘nationalism’ of the pre-revolutionary period,” Trubetskoi asserted, was definitely false. “The true nationalism is yet to be
created,” he concluded.67
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The intellectual task the Eurasianist theorists
set for themselves can be roughly formulated as
follows: how to remap (re-imagine) “Russian
imperial space” to escape the seemingly unavoidable contradiction brought about by
modernity—the one between empire and nationalism. Given that the Eurasianists’ ultimate
goal was, of course, to prevent the political
fragmentation of this “Russian imperial space”
at all costs, some students of the movement perceptively note that the Eurasianist strategy was
to seek the preservation of the empire through
its negation.68
Three main considerations appear to have
influenced the Eurasianists’ thinking. First,
they sought to repudiate certain aspects of
the legacy of tsarist Russia’s nationality policy. However contradictory and incoherent
the nationality policy of latter-day imperial
Russia might have been,69 recent research
demonstrates that there was a slow but steady
trend toward revamping the traditionalist dynastic empire and refashioning it according
to the modernist Western template whereby
the state would pursue national policies in
certain regions of the realm and colonial/imperial policies in other regions.70 In the last
decades of imperial rule, there were debates
on the need to single out something resembling a “national core” within the Russian
Empire and clearly define the territories in the
Caucasus and Central Asia as colonial possessions. “The direction in which the late imperial Russian state’s practices were moving was
very similar to ‘overseas’ colonial empires such
as Britain and France,” Peter Blitstein argues.
“Russia was looking more and more like a
colonial ‘empire of a nation.’”71 Remarkably,
Trubetskoi sharply criticized tsarist imperial
policy in the Caucasus, especially the brutal
subjugation of the mountain peoples. In a letter to Petr Savitsky, Trubetskoi derided this
policy as “colonial,” adding, “I believe that for
the Eurasianists the tendency to idealize the
Russian great-power spirit and Russian nationalism is especially dangerous, and should
be suppressed by all means.”72 To be sure, for
the Eurasianists, such an “aping” of the “pernicious West” was an anathema—not only because nationalism was a Western concept, but
because they sensed that any attempt at defining
a Russian-based “national core”—no matter
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which criteria for determining “Russianness”
were to be employed—would undermine their
cherished image of the cultural, political, and
economic integrity of the imperial space.
Second, the Eurasianists were definitely wary
of the liberal Wilsonianism that sought to bring
the notion of sovereignty based on national
self-determination to the eastern and southern
borderlands of the collapsed continental
empires.73 The meddling of the victorious
Entente powers in “Russian” affairs from 1918
to 1920, including the decision to recognize
several “secessionist territories” of the former
Russian empire as sovereign states, was still
vividly remembered by the Eurasianist thinkers.74 They understood full well the challenges
presented by Wilsonian ideas and policies. On
the one hand, they now had to rethink the
“Russian space” in such a way that it could
not be classified as yet another unwieldy continental empire ready to be partitioned into
national states. On the other hand, as they
were aware that nationhood was increasingly
becoming the name of the game in the contemporary world, the Eurasianists sensed the
need to refashion the multiethnic imperial
space so that it could be represented as a kind
of “supernation,” a “multiethnic nation,” or,
to use their metaphoric manner of expression,
a “symphonic personality.”
Finally, the Eurasianists could not fail to reflect on the rival project of rethinking empire
and nation—namely, the Bolshevik project.
The latter, of course, was not just pure theorizing; instead, it represented a set of concrete
policies that were being implemented right
before the Eurasianists’ eyes. Ironically, the
Soviet government, which by the end of 1920
had restored its control over most territories
of the former Russian empire, was itself keen
to preempt calls for decolonization and thus
sought to appease “borderland nationalisms.” 75
In 1920, the Bolsheviks convened, in Baku,
the First Congress of the Peoples of the East—a
gathering that forcefully upheld the ideas of
national liberation and anti-imperialism. At
the same time, the Bolshevik ideologues—
not unlike the Eurasianists—sought to place
strong emphasis on the “organic,” almost indestructible tie between Russia and its Asian
possessions. “Indeed,” G. V. Chicherin, the
Bolshevik commissar for foreign affairs, wrote

in 1919—some two years before the first
Eurasianist symposium saw the light of day!:
The history of Russia and of two-thirds of Asia
practically forms one indivisible whole. In the
course of historical events two centers of
state power emerged alternatively in this
part of the world: the center of Mongolnomad power, and the center of Great
Russian, agriculture-based power…. The
Tatar Khans were the immediate predecessors of and… to a large extent models
for the Moscow tsars…. The 19th century
expansion of Russia into Central Asia was
the completion of the process of unification
into one state—first under the khans, then
under the tsars—of the continuous plain that
extends over this part of the world. 76

But for the Eurasianists, the Soviet practice of “territorializing ethnicity,” whereby
in a number of cases “nations” would be artificially created, assigned a clearly delineated
“homeland,” and given certain status within
the complex hierarchy of the “Soviet peoples,”
was much worse than the most brazen imperial policy. Instead of disarming the nationalists, the Eurasianists argued, the Bolsheviks
were encouraging them, and in doing so were
undermining the indivisibility of the former
imperial space.77
In their treatment of the “empire vs. nation” problem, the Eurasianists were striving to
build a theoretical model that would somehow
manage to reconcile their desire to preserve
the integrity of the former imperial space with
full recognition of the multiethnic character of
the populations residing in its lands. This left
the Eurasianist thinkers with few options. The
imperial model seemed to be discredited both
because it was rejected by the peoples of the former Russian empire and, more important, because it was associated with European colonial
practices. The classical national state appeared to
be too narrow a framework for such a vast territory with ethnically diverse populations. The
only way out, the Eurasianists argued, would
be to refashion the former Russian Empire as
a sui generis supranational entity. Thus, Russia
would become “Eurasia.”
Two Eurasianist concepts are particularly relevant here. The first, advanced by Petr Savitsky,

who was a geographer, was the vision of
Eurasia—whose borders, incidentally, roughly
coincide with those of the Russian Empire—as
a highly cohesive landmass. The integrity of this
vast geo-massif, Savitsky argued, was an objective fact of physical geography, as it was based
on the region’s specific natural “structure:” the
correlation between the horizontally shaped
ecological zones and vertically shaped river systems.78 “Eurasia is indivisible,” Savitsky asserted.
Being a “special geographic world,” it served
as a natural mestorazvitie (developmental space)
for the numerous peoples residing in Eurasia.79
The Eurasianists held that an organic connection existed among a geographic territory, the
peoples (ethnic groups) residing in that territory, and the character of cultural development.
Environment and culture constantly interacted,
experiencing mutual influences and tensions.
So mestorazvitie, a key Eurasianist category, was
coined specifically to embody this complex
process of interaction among various types of
natural and sociohistorical milieus. “For us,”
Savitsky asserted, “a sociohistorical milieu and
its territory should merge into a single unified
whole—into a geographical individual or a
landscape.”80 The Eurasianists argued that this
“geographical individual,” as it was supposedly born of the intimate interaction between
culture/history and territory, was in fact a live
organism—a “symphonic personality.”
Clearly, by inventing the concept of mestorazvitie, Savitsky meant to put a respectable
scientific facade on what sounded rather like a
mystical connection between Eurasia as a geographic entity and the culture of its diverse
peoples. Incidentally, in a letter to Jakobson
dated July 28, 1921, Nikolai Trubetskoi conceded that in the Eurasianists’ view there was a
“strong dose of mysticism—a trait characteristic of all of us.”81 As one student of Eurasianism
wittingly notes, the term mestorazvitie was likely
introduced to compensate for the repressed
word “empire.”82
The other crucial concept—the idea of
Eurasian nationalism—was advanced by
Trubetskoi. A brilliant linguist and ethnographer, he took the Eurasianist reconceptualization of “nation” one step further and suggested—in an almost Gellnerian manner—that a
“peculiar” Eurasian nation might, in fact, be
created. He developed his arguments most fully
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in a short essay, “Pan-Eurasian Nationalism.”83
The revolution and the collapse of the Russian
Empire, Trubetskoi asserted, radically changed
the position of the Russians within the former
imperial space. Borderland peoples had attained new broad rights that they would never
give up voluntarily, while Russians appeared to
have forever lost their role as the “master race”
within the realm. At the same time, the political upheaval that followed the revolution and
imperial implosion caused only the temporary
fragmentation of the Eurasian space, and its
unity was quickly restored—a fact that, according to Trubetskoi, should serve as yet another
proof that “Eurasia constitutes a geographical,
economic, and historical whole.” But here is
a dilemma: “There is no return to the situation in which Russians were the sole owners
of the state territory, and, clearly, no other
people can play such a role.” Trubetskoi boldly
resolves this conundrum in a famous passage.
“Consequently,” he asserted, “the national
substratum of the state formerly known as the
Russian Empire and now known as the USSR
can only be the totality of peoples inhabiting
that state, taken as a peculiar multiethnic nation and as such possessed of its own nationalism. We call that nation Eurasian, its territory
Eurasia, and its nationalism Eurasianism.”84
To prevent the rise among the borderland
peoples of political nationalism (i.e., separatism), Trubetskoi suggested that all ethnic groups
residing in Eurasia should develop a hierarchy
of loyalties that would be interconnected and
complementary. Every individual people in
Eurasia should combine its own local nationalism with the overarching Eurasian nationalism.
By the same token, “all citizens of the Eurasian
state” should be conscious of and take pride in
the fact that they simultaneously belonged both
to a given people and the Eurasian nation.
Trubetskoi conceded, though, that this
“Eurasian nation” was still a work in progress,
as an understanding of the common destiny
of the Eurasian peoples had yet to become a
“significant part of their consciousness.” As an
astute analyst of nationalism, Trubetskoi fully
appreciated the need to “reeducate national
self-awareness with a view toward establishing the symphonic (choral) unity of the multiethnic nation of Eurasia.”85 In this sense, historical scholarship was, of course, an indispensable
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instrument. Furthermore, the Eurasianists were
aware that they were engaged in a kind of “race
against time,” as intellectuals from borderland
nations were busy advancing their own, “nationalist,” narratives meant to challenge the
discourse that highlighted “Eurasian unity.”86
The need to intellectually rebuff “separatists”
was a constant motif in the Eurasianist correspondence. “I somehow cannot reconcile myself with an idea of self-determination that includes the right of complete secession—either of
Ukraine, or the Caucasus, or Turkestan, etc.,”
wrote Vasily Petrovich Nikitin, the renowned
Middle East specialist and active contributor to
Eurasianist publications in the 1920s, in one of
his letters to George Vernadsky. “The reading
of the separatists’ journals—[and their assertions
such as ] ‘We don’t have anything in common
with Russia,’ ‘We belong to the Mediterranean
culture’ —drive me up the wall. All this is utterly ridiculous. Should we really throw our
entire historiography into a wastebasket? Had
it or had it not its own logic? Isn’t this logic
valid also today?”87
The elaboration of an Eurasianist interpretation of Russian history that would uphold the
idea of the historical unity of Eurasia was thus
in order. “It is necessary to reexamine a number of disciplines from the point of view of the
unity of the multiethnic Eurasian nation, and
to construct new scientific systems to replace
old and antiquated ones,” Trubetskoi forcefully argued. “In particular, one needs a new
history of the Eurasian peoples including the history
of the Russians.”88

GEORGE VERNADSKY AND THE
HISTORY OF RUSSIA-EURASIA
In the mid-1920s, the Eurasianist theorists
were looking for a good Russian historian, a
true specialist (spets was the word they liked to
use—the same shorthand that had wide currency in the Soviet Union) who would complete the crafting of the concept of Eurasia by
adding historical dimension to the geographiccultural construct. At the same time, George
Vernadsky, a trained historian of Russia, was
looking for a new theoretical framework to
help him reconceptualize Russian history. The
paths of the theorists and the historian finally
crossed in Prague.

On April 28, 1926, Nikolai Trubetskoi argued in a letter to Eurasianist colleague Petr
Suvchinsky, a gifted musicologist and intellectual living in Paris, that the Eurasianist doctrine
had been developed well enough to serve as a
foundation for serious specialized work in substantive fields, particularly history. “Our geographical-historiosophic schemes,” Trubetskoi
noted, “are polished to such an extent that, were
a historian to mount them, he would automatically roll, as if on the rails, precisely in the direction we need him to proceed.” In this same
letter, Trubetskoi shared with Suvchinsky his
impressions from the recent visit to Prague and
mentioned, among other things, that “one of
the most interesting and rewarding moments”
was his meeting with George Vernadsky. “He is
working fully in accordance with our schemes
but at the same time retains all the seriousness
of a good spets as well as his ability to carry out
original and independent research,” Trubetskoi
noted approvingly. He expressed the hope
that Vernadsky would write a good book (the
Eurasianists had just commissioned him to do
Outline of Russian History), and added that the
Eurasianists were particularly lucky to have
Vernadsky as collaborator, as he was a “mature
and talented scholar.”89
But George Vernadsky, too, had likely
viewed the beginning of his cooperation with
the Eurasianist thinkers as a mutually beneficial relationship. The Eurasianist vision of the
former imperial space as the geographic, economic, and historical whole, as well as the idea
of an overarching Eurasian nationalism, obviously appealed to him. These concepts appear
to have neatly resolved—at least on a theoretical level—the Russian-Ukrainian dilemma
that was troubling him. Within the Eurasianist
paradigm, there could not be any such RussianUkrainian problem at all. As Eurasia was indivisible from the geographic-historical point
of view, Ukraine, being a component part of
it (along with, for that matter, any other parts
of this “special world”), objectively belonged to
the Eurasian space, while the cultivation of the
overarching Eurasian nationalism (along with
the nationalisms of the individual peoples residing in Eurasia) would provide the Ukrainians,
Tatars, or Georgians with the subjective feeling
of belonging to a “multiethnic nation.” Thus,
for a Ukrainian, it would be possible to retain

a local Ukrainian loyalty, self-identify as part
of the broader Russian (East Slavic) unity, and
have an affinity with a still-larger Eurasian
entity, all at the same time. This arrangement
suited Vernadsky perfectly.
But for history writing, the concept of
“Russia-Eurasia” clearly presented both advantages and problems. To be sure, the Eurasianist
approach significantly broadened the geographic horizon of research and boldly shifted
the perspective, challenging the well-established
Eurocentric interpretation of Russian history
that presented Russia as a “Europeanizing”
country, undergoing the same evolutionary
process as other European nations, though delayed by Russian peculiarities.
The originality and innovative character
of the Eurasianist vision was quickly noticed
by a scholar of the older generation, the outstanding historian Mikhail Rostovtsev, who
wrote a courteous preface to Vernadsky’s
first American book, A History of Russia.
Vernadsky, in Rostovtsev’s words, discarded
the Vulgata of Russian 19th-century historiography that dwelled mostly on Russia’s connection to Europe, and pointed instead to the ties
Russia had had from time immemorial with
the East—in particular, to the fact that during the early centuries of Russia’s history its
territories were incorporated into the huge
Iranian and Mongolian empires. True, Russia
interacted intensively with West and Central
Europe, but it also expanded for thousands of
kilometers to the east, actively engaging the
numerous peoples in Siberia and Central Asia
in the process of its colonization of the Eurasian
hinterland. “No doubt Russia succeeded in
partly absorbing, partly Europeanizing many
Asiatic tribes,” Rostovtsev noted. “However,
the question arises, how large was the contribution of these tribes to the peculiar development of Russia?” 90 Vernadsky would
discuss this issue in his studies over the next
couple of decades.
But the very term “Russia-Eurasia,” while
widening the boundaries of historical exploration, has also obscured the object of research,
for in this category Russia and Eurasia found
themselves inseparably merged, with the distinction between them completely blurred. A
brief analysis of the methodological foundations of Vernadsky’s historical writing dem-
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onstrates how he grappled with this problem,
trying to delineate the histories of Russia and
Eurasia and at the same time preserve the
opaque situation in which they would remain
virtually indistinguishable.
In Outline of Russian History, his first major
Eurasianist work, Vernadsky presents the
Russian historical process as the expansion of
the Russian state across the Eurasian landmass.
“The history of the expansion of the Russian
state is to a significant extent the history of [the]
adapting of the Russian people to its mestorazvitie—Eurasia; it is also the history of the adapting
of the entire territory of Eurasia to the historical-economic needs of the Russian people.”91
Thus, the history of the Russian people was
basically identified with the history of the state
and included in the general history of Eurasia.
In turn, the history of Eurasia was understood
as a series of persistent attempts by various
peoples to form a Eurasia-wide state— starting
with the Scythians, Huns, and Mongols. The
book seems to imply, though, that as soon as
the Russians completed their expansion across
Eurasia and formed their pan-Eurasian state,
the history of Russia and the history of Eurasia
became identical.
Vernadsky tried to refine his thesis in a number of subsequent works,92 and finally arrived at
a formula that was included in a short memo
titled “A Concise Exposition of the Eurasianist
View on Russian History” (1938).93 While he
reasserted the Eurasianists’ main credo that
Eurasia as a whole constituted the historical
mestorazvitie of the Russian people, there was
also one important nuance: “The history of the
Russian people, however, doesn’t incorporate
in its narrative the histories of other Eurasian
peoples which during the long period of time
both cooperated with the Russian people and
competed with it,” he noted. “Thus, if Russian
history is increasingly merging with the history of all of Eurasia geographically as we are
approaching the contemporary epoch, this
does not exclude the other approach to the
history of Eurasia [seen] as the history of all
the peoples of Eurasia, including the Russian
people.” Remarkably, though, in this programmatic text Vernadsky subsumed the histories of the East Slavs (the Great Russians,
Ukrainians, and Belorussians) under the rubric
of “Russian history.” In his concluding passage,
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he wrote, “Russian history is, consequently, the
history of the peoples of the entire East Slavic
(Russian) family… seen against the backdrop of
the history of their relations with other peoples of Eurasia and [developing] on the geographical basis of all of Eurasia as the Russian
historical mestorazvitie.”
This formula was a big step forward since
Vernadsky, in a first for Russian historiographic tradition, fully appreciated the multiethnic character of “Eurasia” and its complex
interaction with “Russia,”94 a process that was
steadily leading to a new conceptualization,
that of “Russia-Eurasia.” But his approach remained ambiguous, given that he began largely
to disregard the multiethnic factor when the
merger between “Russia” and “Eurasia” became fully realized. As the Russians reached,
in their eastward thrust, the “end of the earth”
on the Pacific, multiethnic Eurasia somehow
dissolved into the pan-Eurasian Russian state.
This state, Vernadsky asserted, was a “gigantic historical-cultural organism” and “a
world power.” The inclusion in this Russian
state of the “individual regions and peoples
gave them invaluable economic and cultural
benefits” and made them “co-participants in
world history.”95
Vernadsky’s ultimate reluctance—all his
theoretical maneuverings notwithstanding—to
decouple “Russia” and “Eurasia” and clearly
distinguish Russian history from that of the
Eurasian peoples is highly symptomatic, in that
it reveals the Eurasianist agenda: to preserve the
unity of the former imperial space at all costs.96
This task presupposed the strategy of avoiding
any description of the pre-revolutionary Russia
that might invite unwelcome comparisons
with the European colonial empires. To write
a truly comprehensive “history of Russia” in
its interrelation with the history of the peoples
of Eurasia, one would have to pose the questions that Vernadsky paid little attention to or
ignored: What methods were used to facilitate
Russian expansion in Eurasia? What policies
were employed to incorporate the territories
with ethnically, religiously, and culturally diverse populations? How did the subjugated
peoples and their elites react to the Russian advance? How did Russian rule affect the local
government, social structure, economic life,
and culture of the peoples that were drawn into

the orbit of the Russian state? While discussing
these issues, one would have to treat borderland
peoples not as mere objects of government policies but as actors who to a large extent defined
the course of history.
But to write such an analysis would mean
to write the history of Russia as a multiethnic
empire—an objective Vernadsky definitely did
not pursue. He and his Eurasianist friends had
witnessed the power of ethnic nationalism and
sincerely hoped that the new Eurasian identity
they had fashioned in their bitter exile would
help them preserve the integrity of “historical
Russia” (be it the pre-1917 Romanov empire
or the Soviet Union) in an age when empires
seemed out of place. Their reasoning was indeed
original if somewhat utopian: “If the Russian
empire were a symphonic unity of people—
more than that, if there were no Russian empire at all but only organic Eurasia—the issue of
separatism would lose its meaning.”97
However, George Vernadsky was not a
mere ideologue but a serious scholar. Unlike
all his great 19th-century predecessors beginning with Nikolay Karamzin and ending with
his teachers Vasily Kliuchevsky and Sergey
Platonov, who were treating Russian history
as a national history, Vernadsky clearly saw the
Russian Empire’s multiethnicity and tried to
analyze the complex interplay between the
“history of the Russian people” and the “history of the peoples of Eurasia.” Vernadsky’s
Eurasianist approach to Russian history appears
to have been one of the possible ways out of the
tangled historiographic dilemma formulated by
Mark von Hagen: “The dilemma, which, on the
one hand ignores the multinational character of
the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union and
chooses thereby to treat the Russian past as the
history of a nation-state, or, on the other hand,
highlights the multinational character of those
two state formations only to condemn them, in
the name of national liberation and nationalism,
as anachronistic and thereby inevitably fated to
collapse as such.”98 It is precisely this search for
an alternative vision “between, or beyond, em-

pire and nation-state”99 that Vernadsky and his
fellow Eurasianists referred to as their attempts
at building a “true” theory of nationalism.100
Yet another aspect of Vernadsky’s intellectual legacy merits attention—namely, how his
writings influenced the study of Russian history in North America and Europe. Within
this context, it would be interesting to compare his impact on the field with that of his
close friend Mikhail Karpovich,101 as both
émigré scholars began teaching courses in
Russian history simultaneously, in 1927, at two
prestigious American universities: Vernadsky
at Yale and Karpovich at Harvard. “Though
fast and lifelong friends,” notes Richard Pipes,
who was enrolled in Karpovich’s 1946 seminar, “Vernadsky and Karpovich differed in
their views of Russia and its future.”102 Unlike
his friend’s unorthodox Eurasianist outlook,
Karpovich’s view on Russia’s past and present was that of the classic Russian liberal and
“Westerner.” Specifically, on Russia’s “national
question,” this view, so widespread among former members of the Constitutional Democratic
Party (the “Kadets”), tended to present Russia’s
history as one of a nation-state in the making, thus basically ignoring the multinational
character of the Russian Empire. This “Kadet”
and Eurocentric interpretation of the Russian
historical process has proven congenial to the
younger generation of liberal-minded Russian
historians in the West who have come to espouse what some contemporary scholars call
the “Karpovich-shaped consensus.”103 But, as
Pipes had to concede, Vernadsky’s vision of
Russia’s historical development, including his
acute sense of the country’s non-European
connections as well as its multiethnic nature,
“proved closer to the truth.”104 So it is probably not accidental that Vernadsky’s works, as
well as those of two other Russian émigrés,
Boris Nolde105 and Georg von Rauch,106 published in the 1950s laid the scholarly foundation for the booming research on the Russian
Empire and Russian nationalism that started
in the 1990s.107
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